C3G DESTRUCTIBLE OBJECT RULES

MAYHEM IN THE STREETS!
There’s a lot more to a superhero ﬁght than just punches and laser vision.
Learn how you can bring everything from portable toilets to Gundams to
your C3G battles.
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C3G Destructible Object Rules

C3G DESTRUCTIBLE OBJECT RULES
Destructible Object Army Cards ( DOs ) and their associated models
represent inanimate objects that can be interacted with to a greater
degree than Obstacles or Terrain.
DOs are considered ﬁgures like Heroes and Squads are and can be
attacked, chosen for special powers, receive wounds, be destroyed,
etc. in the same way as other ﬁgures except when stated otherwise.
All DOs have the following characteristics on their card that function
the same as on a Hero or Squad Army Card:
• Publisher Logo
• Name
• Life Number
• Defense Number
• Hit Zone
• special power text area

In addition, some DOs have other rules depending on the presence (or
lack of presence) of other characteristics on their cards:

Size
DOs with a listed size (Tiny, Small, Medium, Large, or Huge) are
affected by special powers and other rules the same as other ﬁgures
of that size.
A DO without a listed size has certain special rules:
• They cannot be moved except to be removed from the
battleﬁeld when destroyed or when a special power calls for
that DO to be moved by name.
• They cannot have their size or height changed (such as by the
Shrinking Ray Gun Glyph).

Point Cost and Uniqueness: Drafting Destructible Objects

However, all DOs also have the following special rules:

A DO without a point cost cannot be drafted into a player’s army, but
can appear in a game due to a map, scenario, or special power.

Control: A DO may be in a player’s army or under their control, but
by default are not in any player’s army or under any player’s control
unless another rule or special power causes them to be. A DO not
under a player’s control is not considered a friendly or enemy ﬁgure
by any other ﬁgure.

DOs with point costs and uniqueness ( Common, Uncommon, Unique,
or Event ) may be drafted into Armies as Heroes can, following the
same drafting restrictions as Heroes of the same uniqueness unless
the scenario rules for a game mention DOs speciﬁcally.

Order Markers and Turns: A DO cannot have Order Markers placed
on its card, even if that DO is in a player’s army or under their control,
and cannot take turns.
Engagement: A DO is never considered engaged to another ﬁgure,
even if that DO is in a player’s army or under their control.
Hit Zones: All DOs have Hit Zones that are used to determine if other
ﬁgures have clear sight on the DO. However, not all DOs have Target
Points (represented by green areas on a Hit Zone). Those that do may
use them to determine clear sight on other ﬁgures. DOs without Target
Points never have clear sight on other ﬁgures.
Defending: If a DO is not in any player’s army, any player other than
the attacking player can roll defense for the Destructible Object.
Defense dice for a DO in a player’s army should be rolled by that
player. DOs may receive extra defense dice from Height Advantage or
other effects. Like other ﬁgures, when defending with a DO all defense
dice available to be rolled must be rolled.
Destruction: DOs may be destroyed by receiving wounds, or when
otherwise called for, like other ﬁgures. When a DO is destroyed, you
may still remove it even if it is attached to a piece of terrain or an
obstacle.

Drafted DOs have their associated sculpt placed on the battleﬁeld
following the same scenario rules for that game as Heroes of their
uniqueness unless the scenario rules for a game mention DOs
speciﬁcally. When placing DOs you have drafted, you may also
place any ﬁgures in your army on the card of that DO as occupants,
assuming they can legally be placed in that DO.
A DO drafted by a player is included in a player’s army, but is not
automatically considered under their control and does not count
towards the standard victory condition (if you only have DOs left, you
will lose the game).

Occupying Destructible Objects
Some DOs allow for other ﬁgures to occupy their exterior or interior. A
DO is considered occupied if there are any ﬁgures occupying either its
exterior or interior.
Occupying Exteriors: Some DOs (such as the Warehouse Ruin) have
spaces you can stand on top of on the battleﬁeld. A ﬁgure standing
on top of a DO on the battleﬁeld is considered to be occupying its
exterior. While a DO’s exterior is occupied it cannot be moved by any
special power not on its Army Card.
Occupying Interiors: DOs with an Occupancy number on their card
allow other ﬁgures to occupy the interior of that DO. Figures must
enter a DO to occupy its interior:
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ENTERING DESTRUCTIBLE OBJECTS:
A ﬁgure that is not a DO may enter a DO with an Occupancy
number by ending its movement on a space adjacent to that DO if:
• That ﬁgure’s size is smaller than that of the DO. The different
sizes are ordered from smallest to largest as follows: tiny, small,
medium, large, and huge.
• The current number of ﬁgures occupying the interior of that DO
is less than the Occupancy number of that DO.
Some DOs may have speciﬁc entrances/exits marked on the ﬁgure
itself and the ﬁgure’s Army Card. In this case the DO can only be
entered or exited from empty spaces within one space of that DO
and in the direction that the entrance/exit is directly facing. If a DO
with an occupied interior would be moved, any ﬁgures occupying
its interior stay in that DO and are moved with it. If any of ﬁgures
occupying a DO’s interior cannot be moved for any reason, that DO
cannot be moved.
When a ﬁgure enters a DO, it is removed from the battleﬁeld and
placed on that DOs card. Leaving engagement attacks still apply
as normal when entering DOs.
EXITING DESTRUCTIBLE OBJECTS:
After moving a DO you control on your turn or instead of moving a
ﬁgure occupying the interior of a DO, you may exit with any or all
of your ﬁgures that occupy the interior of that DO.
To exit with a ﬁgure that is occupying a DO, place it on an empty
space adjacent to the DO (adjacent to the DO’s entrance/exit area
if it has one). If an exiting ﬁgure was engaged with any other
ﬁgures occupying the DO prior to exiting the DO, it will take any
leaving engagement attacks.

Figures occupying the interior of a DO are still considered to be on
the battleﬁeld, controlled by the player whose army they are in, and
occupying the same space (or spaces) as that DO for the purpose of
counting spaces for range and power selection but not for the effects
of any special terrain rules for that space.
Figures occupying the interior of a DO are considered adjacent to all
other ﬁgures occupying that DO and to the DO itself, but are never
considered adjacent to or engaged with ﬁgures outside of the DO.
Figures occupying the interior of a DO are considered to have clear
sight on that DO and all other ﬁgures occupying that DO’s interior. A
DO is considered to have clear sight on ﬁgures that occupy its interior
as long as it has a Target Point.

Cover
A DO with an Occupancy number will also either have either Full Cover
or Partial Cover as denoted on its card. The type of cover determines
which ﬁgures will have clear sight on ﬁgures inside the DO and if
ﬁgures inside the DO can be attacked or attack ﬁgures outside the DO.
Full Cover: Figures occupying the interior of a DO with Full Cover are
never considered in clear sight of non-friendly ﬁgures outside of that
DO, are never considered to have clear sight on non-friendly ﬁgures
outside of that DO, and may never attack or be attacked by a ﬁgure
outside of that DO (this includes both targeting attacks, and affecting
additional ﬁgures such as with an explosion style special attack).
Figures occupying the interior of a DO with Full Cover are considered
in clear sight of friendly ﬁgures outside of that DO that have clear
sight on that DO. If a DO with Full Cover has clear sight on a ﬁgure,
ﬁgures friendly to that ﬁgure in the interior of that DO are considered
to have clear sight on that ﬁgure.
Partial Cover: DOs with Partial Cover allow for clear sight between
friendly ﬁgures the same way as Full Cover DOs with the addition of
also allowing for clear sight between non-friendly ﬁgures.
Figures occupying the interior of a DO with Partial Cover can attack
and be attacked by ﬁgures outside that DO. When a ﬁgure occupying
the interior of a Partial Cover DO targets a ﬁgure outside of that
DO, they should use one of that DO’s Target Points to trace line
of sight and range (Partial Cover DOs always have target points).
When a ﬁgure outside of a Partial Cover DO wishes to target a ﬁgure
occupying the interior of that DO, they use the hit zone of that DO as
the hit zone for that ﬁgure.

DESTROYING OCCUPIED DESTRUCTIBLE OBJECTS
If a DO is destroyed, each ﬁgure occupying that DO immediately
receives X Wounds where X = any excess wounds the DO received
beyond what was needed to destroy it.
After removing the destroyed DO from the battleﬁeld, players may, in
initiative order, place all of their ﬁgures that occupied the exterior of
that DO on spaces previously occupied by the destroyed DO.
Then players may, in initiative order, place all of their ﬁgures that
occupied the interior of that DO on spaces previously occupied by the
destroyed DO. Figures moved when the DO is destroyed never take
any leaving engagement attacks, but will receive any falling damage
that may apply.
If a ﬁgure that was occupying a destroyed DO cannot be placed on a
legal space or spaces, that ﬁgure is immediately removed from the
game.

If a special power that is not an attack targets or chooses a space
instead of a ﬁgure and a space a DO occupies is chosen, that DO and
all ﬁgures occupying the DO are affected. If a special power allows
you to move or place a ﬁgure you do not control that is occupying the
interior of a DO, you cannot move that ﬁgure onto a space outside that
DO unless that special power speciﬁes that it causes ﬁgures to exit
DOs.
While a ﬁgure you control is the only ﬁgure occupying the interior of a
DO, that DO is in your army and under your control.
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VEHICLES

Moving Vehicles with the Driver:

Vehicle Destructible Objects ( VDOs ) are a special type of DO that
occupying ﬁgures can have greater control over. VDOs always have
an Occupancy number and Cover type and in addition will speciﬁc
Operator spaces.

VDO’s may have a Move value listed on their card. Instead of moving
normally with a VDO’s Driver, if that VDO has a Move number, you may
move that VDO any number of spaces up to its Move number.

Operator Spaces:
VDOs have special designated Operator spaces that are connected to
moving, attacking, or using the special powers of that VDO. All VDOs
have a Driver space, and may have other Operator spaces as well.
Operator spaces can only be occupied by one ﬁgure at a time, and
only Unique Heroes may occupy Operator spaces. While a Driver space
is occupied by a Unique Hero, that Hero is that VDO’s Driver, a Unique
Hero on a Gunner space is that VDO’s Gunner, and so on.
A VDO with an Occupancy of 1 does not have a Driver space
represented on its card as only one ﬁgure may occupy it and there for
is in the Driver’s space by default. As there are no other spaces, single
Occupancy VDOs cannot be occupied by ﬁgures that are not Unique
Heroes.
A VDO with an Occupancy greater than 1 has the Driver space
represented by a steering wheel on its Card. A ﬁgure in the Driver
space should be placed there. Any special Operator spaces will
also be designated. If a VDO has greater Occupancy number than
the number of Operator spaces it has, it has a passenger area
representing the remaining occupancy. Figures that are not Unique
Heroes may occupy the passenger area.
If a ﬁgure you control is occupying a VDO’s Driver space, that VDO is in
your army and under your control even if other players’ ﬁgures occupy
the interior of that VDO.
Instead of moving normally, a Unique Hero occupying the interior of a
VDO may move into one of that VDO’s unoccupied Operator spaces, or
out of an Operator space to the passenger area of the card. When a
Unique Hero ﬁrst enters a VDO, they may choose to enter into any of
that VDO’s unoccupied Operator Spaces.

Attacking with Vehicles:
VDOs may have Range and Attack values listed on their card and
may include Special Attacks on their card. A VDO’s Normal Attack and
Special Attacks are connected to that VDO’s Driver space unless a
special power otherwise connects them to another Operator space.
Instead of attacking with the appropriate Operator, you may attack
with a VDO’s Normal or Special Attack connected with that Operator’s
space.
An attacking VDO draws line of sight, compares height advantage, etc.
as a Hero or Squad ﬁgure would. Remember: a VDO attacking is not
the same as an Operator attacking, for example, an Operator with the
Deadly Shot special power will not double the Skulls in a VDO’s attack
roll.
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